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8 THE c;CMPTROLLL!R GENSEFAL

DECISION OF j HE UNITEfD BTATE13
WASHINGTON, 0. 0, 20548

FILE: [B-205537 DATE: February 1, 1982

MATTER OF: W.M. Grace, Inc.

DIGEST:

Protest concerning alleged failure of
low bidder to meet solicitation's mini-
mum manhours requirement is denied
where record supports agency deter-
mination that bid was based on the
requirement.

W.M. Grace, Inc. protests the award of a contract
for janitorial services to Kirsch and Partners (KP) by
the Navy Public Works Center, Norfolk, Virginia under
invitation for bids (IFB) No. N62470-81-B-4165. The
bids were opened on February 17, 1981 and KP was the
low bidder. The Navy made award to KP on November 17
and on November 1&, Grace filed its protest with this
Office, For the reasons discussedcbelow, we deny the
protest.

Grace contends that KP's bid should have been
rejected under the terms of the solicitation because

I','KP's bid was not based on furnishing the required
minimum of 85,100 manhours specified as necessary to
properly perform all the services over a twelve month

a. period.

:4, The solicitation, in paragraph 1.2 of section
00005 of the specifications, provided that the Government
had determined that a minimum of 85,100 manhours were
necessary for contract performance, that "in no case will
the provision of less than the minimum number of manhours
be acceptable to the Government," and that the Government

) could reject the b'd if it had not been prepared on the
basis of 85,100 manhours of effort. The solicitation
further provided that prior to award the successful low
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bidder would be required to furnish copies of bid prep-
aration papers and worksheets so that the Government
could make the necessary determination, Grace asserts
that KP's discounted bid price should have been rejected
under these solicitation provisions because, in Grace's
view, KP's price was insufficient to cover the 85,100
manhours,

The record shows that KP was requested to and did
furnish appropriate documents indicating how it arrived
at its bid price and showing that the bid was based on
its furnishing 85,100 manhours. The record further shows
that the Navy evaluated these documents and made the award
only after concluding that the minimum manhour requirement
was met.

The papers submitted by KP show that the various cost
elements of its bid total the bid price of $535,000, but
exceed the discounted price (KP offered a 9 percent prompt
payment discount) The fact that the Navy may earn the
discount and therefore pay KP 9 percent less than its
basic bid price indicates only that KP could end up with
a less profitable or below cost contract; it does not indi-
cate that the bid is not based on furnishing the required
minimum number of manhours, We find no basis to disagree
with the Navy's determination that KP's bid was based on
the specified minimum effort.

Further, we point out that the submission of a bid
which a competitor considers too low does not constitute
a legal basis for precluding a contract award. Columbia
Loose-Leaf Corporation, B-193659, January 23, 1979, 79-1
CPD 45. Moreover, the rejection of a bid as unrealistically
low requires a determination that the bidder is nonrespon-
sible. Futronics Industries, Inc., B-185896, March 10,
1976, 76-1 CPD 169. Here, the agency made an affirmative
determination with respect to tP's responsibility and
Grace's protest in essence challenges this determination.
This Office does not review such determinations unless
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fraud is shown on the part of procuring officials or
the solicitation contains definitive responsibility
criteria which allegedly have not been met, Consolidated
Elevator Company, B-190929, SMarch 3, 1978, 78-1 CPD 166.
Neither exception is present in this case.

The protest is denied.

Acting Comptrolle /neral
of the United States
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